Is there a rate-limiting step in the catalytic cycle of Ni-Fe hydrogenases?
The question of the existence of a rate-limiting step in the catalytic cycle of Ni-Fe hydrogenases was taken up by using the sets of data available in the case of two specific enzymes: the hydrogenase from Thiocapsa roseopercisina, in which isotope effects have been systematically investigated over a wide pH range, and the enzyme from Desulfovibrio fructosovorans, for which the activities and the redox properties have been studied in two different forms, the wild type and the P238C mutant. When these data are analyzed in the light of appropriate kinetic models, it is concluded that electron transfer and proton transfer are rate limiting in the H2 uptake and H2 evolution reactions, respectively. This proposal is consistent with the data available from other Ni-Fe enzymes.